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Users, reporters, or co-creators? 
The many roles of patients and 

families in supporting system safety.
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Pre-2000
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A Social History of Patient Involvement

‘THE REFORMATION’: 2000-2010

Patient safety emerges as a valid concern

PATIENTS AS USERS OF CARE





“Patients are the only actors physically 
present during every treatment and 

consultation event...

Patients are uniquely positioned to 
observe, understand and monitor their 

overarching disease trajectory as it 
unfolds over time…”



A Social History of Patient Involvement

‘THE ENLIGHTENMENT’: 2010-2015

Patient safety comes of age

PATIENTS AS REPORTERS OF SAFETY





Can patients tell us things that can 
help us understand how safe we 

are?

Can it help improve system safety?



Can patients tell us things 
that can help us understand 

how safe we are? Of the 2471 patients 
recruited to the study

in total, 264 reported one 
or more PSIs (10.68%),
meaning that 1 in 10 

patients identified a PSI 
during

their inpatient stay.



Can we use that information 
to improve system safety?

We measured:

Ward level harm 
free care

Patient reported 
safety

Intervention found NO EFFECT on either outcome

BUT:

Patients can and did provide feedback and staff valued that 
feedback for improvement…
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‘MODERNITY’: 2015-?

Patient safety widens its 
lens

PATIENTS AS CO-
CREATORS OF SAFETY





‘Safety I’

Managing safety by ‘snapshots’



‘Safety II’

Managing safety by supporting continuous 
performance within acceptable boundaries





Do patients and their families have 
a role in supporting their safety?

Do patients and their families have 
a role in supporting system level 

resilience?



Do patients and their families 
have a role in supporting 

their safety?

Do patients and their families 
have a role in supporting system 

level resilience?



• Older patients (75yrs +) and their 
carers

• Focused observation of transitions 
and discharge processes

• Multidisciplinary hospital, general 
practice, and community staff





What does transition look like?

Hospital 
functions 

Patient 
functions

Community 
functions

Prescribed 
functions for 
all patients

General 
practice 

functions



Patient functional activity

Manage 
take home 

medications 
Escalate care

Manage 
activities of 
daily living

Manage 
health and 
wellbeing

Manage 
ongoing 

medications



Handing over to the patient



Supporting patient functional activity
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‘POST-MODERN’: ?-?

The future of patient 
involvement

PUBLIC AS CO-CREATORS 
OF SAFE HEALTHCARE 
SYSTEMS?





Pre-hospital information for people who 
MIGHT go into hospital?

Work in schools to help young people 
understand how the health system works 

and how to navigate it successfully.

A focus on how people enter INTO the 
healthcare system, not just on services.





1. Stories are powerful, but not the only thing that can 
contribute to safety improvement or safe performance

2. Admitting patients and families (and the public) contribute to 
system performance is not a failing, it is a necessary reality

3. Patients and families help keep the system within the 
boundary of acceptable performance

4. Patients and families are part of the ‘buffer zone’ or 
redundancy in systems

5. This role needs to be supported if it is to be useful to the 
system, and less burdensome for patients and the public

6. Don’t forget to look back and don’t reinvent the wheel




